Dear Equine Enthusiast,

Welcome to this month’s edition of Equine Guelph E-News.

Equine Guelph E-News is a resource for horse owners, providing information on current projects, researchers discussing the equine industry, a job posting centre for EquiTrack, Videos and more!
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Equine Guelph E-News

Please forward this to a fellow horse lover!

Equine Guelph’s line up of Healthcare tools provide an interactive way to learn about your horses individual needs. Check out our:

- Horse Health Check
- Lameness Lab
- Joint
- Information sheets
- Vaccination Equi-Planner
- New Colic Risk Rater
- Biosecurity Risk Calculator

Equine Guelph’s website has over 440 busy horse enthusiasts, short on time but hungry for added the new Colic Risk Rater but we have also posted many new information sheets on hot topics ranging from skin diseases to intestinal motility.

Over 440 busy horse enthusiasts, short on time but hungry for evidence-based knowledge, participated in Equine Guelph’s newly launched eWorkshops last spring. Don’t miss the fall offerings:

- Biosecurity - October 21 to November 3
- Colic Prevention - September 23 to October 6
- Horse Behaviour and Safety - September 9 to December 1

Don’t miss Five star Master Parelli Professional, David Lichman in his North American tour. The show includes a liberty performance, lecture and Q&A session.
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Minnesota Fair!

August 22 - September 2, EquiMania! will make an inaugural appearance at Minnesota State Fair!

EquiMania’s 5,000 lb unique, award-winning, educational display has been duplicated newly launched eWorkshops last spring. Don’t miss the fall offerings:
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- Horse Behaviour and Safety - September 9 to December 1
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LEARN TO TAKE THE BUSINESS OF HORSES TO A NEW LEVEL

All businesses need to evolve to remain successful, and thinking outside the box can make all the difference. Learn what makes a properly planned business stand out with Equine Guelph’s 12-week online course, Equine Business Management.

PROGRESSIVE STANDARD OF CARE FOR THE CANADIAN EQUINE HERD

Equine Canada (EC) and the National Farm Animal Care Council (NFACC) have announced the release of the new Code of Practice for the Care and Handling of Equines. The Code is available for download www.nfacc.ca/codes-of-practice.

CLEAN FARMS COLLECTION CAMPAIGN

CleanFARMS’ animal health medication collection is taking place, between October 15 and 25, at over 30 locations across Ontario. This will give farmers (at no charge) the opportunity to return unwanted or obsolete pesticides and food animal medications.

CLEAN FARMS COLLECTION CAMPAIGN

For more information and to pre-register products with CleanFARMS for disposal call 877-622-44-60 or visit cleanfarms.ca

Tuition Cost: $75 CDN + tax
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Courses beginning Sept 9, 2013!!

Find out more about Equine Guelph programs, offered three times a year, through the University of Guelph.

Learn why equestrian professionals and horse enthusiasts are choosing them!

Visit our Education Page

Equine Guelph, University of Guelph, Ontario, Canada, N1G 2W1, Tel: (519) 824-4120 ext. 54205

You have received this issue of Equine Guelph E-News because you have requested to be on our subscription list. If you no longer wish to receive Equine Guelph’s E-newsletters or wish to change your email information please click here.

Information for subscriptions is collected and protected in compliance with the University of Guelph’s Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Access to Information. The information collected will not be shared or used by a third party and will be kept confidential. To ensure consistent delivery of this publication, please add our sender address - horses@uoguelph.ca - to your address book.
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